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“All things began in order, so shall they end, and so shall they begin again”

- Sir Thomas Browne c. 1657

TriBeCa, New York - No Romance Galleries is pleased to present “A Circle Unbroken: Tributes In Pattern” – a premiere 
solo show by artist Pablo Power celebrating his long-standing collaborative history with the gallery dating back to 1999. The 
opening will be held on Friday, February 20th in TriBeCa at No Romance Galleries, 355 Broadway. The show explores the 
precarious, peculiar relationship human beings have for patterns and their use throughout countless facets of art, nature, 
history and everyday life. Power presents a body of sculptural pieces, panels, surfaces and ready-mades found in the urban 
environment to examine his own feedback patterns (histories) and why we tend to lock into patterns as they inhabit every 
aspect of life, behavior and culture. In this exhibition, Power pays tribute to patterns and cycles, in their general sense – a 
pendulum between natural conditions he has recognized in his own code of art and ethical outlook:

Learn from history. 
Keep the past current. 
Pay tribute to history.

Opening Reception – Friday, February 20th, from 7-10 p.m. 

 

by No Romance Galleries. The book highlights motifs of history, portraits of obsession, betrayal, and the manifold 

preoccupations with the obsessions of others, as a core source of inspiration driving his work. 

From ancient Eastern philosophy to Western thinkers such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Empedocles, Carl Jung and cosmologist 
Stephen Hawking, Power takes a daring leap into research - sourcing from a wild- card assortment of seemingly disjointed 

conditions intrinsically bound to humanity as he translates essential notions and ideas of the “cycle of life”, sourced from 
personal, inter-personal and trans-personal journeys and experiences.

Addressing the cyclical notion of recurrence, pattern, repetition, and cycles, Power has long found inspiration in the natural 
feedback of his own surroundings, New York City, but evolved this particular body of work after researching various notions 

practices, worldwide. Pablo Power compresses histories and themes of recurrence through the medium of his multi-media 
objects, sculptures, and materials for the show.

the years. Wall-hanging panels incorporate a literal usage of pattern, as an allusion to the repetition of patterns that occur 

near endless knot, an ancient symbol of the near boundary-less behavior of time. Found objects that are incorporated into 

Revisiting subway tunnels, where Power once searched for locations to paint and draw on walls, he now searches for bits 
of subway jetsam as canvas. Objects that formerly served another physical purpose are lost or cast away, found and used 
again, as surface material for this new direction of work.



ARTIST BIO:

PABLO POWER - 

Seeing the confused reactions created by simply taping up these photocopied pieces of paper in the street, Power began to 
appreciate the impact that art has when given up for public interpretation. He then graduated to more permanent materials, 

would be an obsession for many years to come: his bombardment of all accessible public space with his visual mantra. 
This campaign eventually led Power to begin collaborating with the inkheads, a group of kindred artists that was gaining 

the studio, still continued to create outdoor works inspired by the sprawling, dinkins- era urban wilderness of his new home. 

literally widened to let the frame capture more than just the painting on a wall, but the whole decrepit building, the adjacent 

As the colorful group of friends who he always had the good fortune to be surrounded and inspired by, began to take 
separate paths in their work, Power was pushed to become more conceptual in creating new subject matter for his photos. 

pushing out of the forgotten areas that he had formerly painted on. Power continues to discover and immerse himself in 
forgotten communities of America, sometimes completely changing his appearance and living in the street with his subject 
matter as he records their time together, and always forming personal relationships in the process.

In his most recent work, he layers these photos with drawn and painted elements, and collects writing from his documentary 
subjects to combine with his own writing, which are all added to create the illustrated texts and textures that have been part 
of his work from the beginning.

ABOUT NO ROMANCE GALLERIES:

that specialize in various mediums of contemporary art - photography, sculpture, mixed media and paintings amongst others.
No Romance Galleries is located at 355 Broadway, New York, NY 10013. 

Please contact for more information: 

info@noromancegalleries.com 

www.noromancegalleries.com
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